About
socialprotection.org is an unbranded, member-based platform with more than 3,000 participants, offering free
access to over 3,500 publications, webinars, multi-language online communities and other learning material on a
myriad of topics, which support knowledge-sharing and capacity building in the field of social protection.

Mission and Vision

Institutional Context

socialprotection.org's
mission is to be the premier
online focal point for knowledge-sharing, capacity building
and collaboration on social protection based on SouthSouth Learning. To this end, it provides a centralised
gateway to access the most up to date and comprehensive
resources and tools related to social protection as well as
mechanisms to inspire and host discussions. It caters to a
highly inclusive community of social protection
practioners, accommodating experts and students,
extending from the individual to instituional level.

socialprotection.org is supported by the G20 Development
Working Group and financed by the Australian Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) and the Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH on
behalf of the German Federal Ministry of Economic Development
and Cooperation (BMZ). The initiative was launched in
September 2015 and is hosted by the International Policy
Centre for Inclusive Growth (IPC-IG). It has been developed in
consultation with the World Bank Group, the International
Labour Organization (ILO), and leading agencies gathered under
the Social Protection Inter-Agency Cooperation Board (SPIAC-B).

Features
socialprotection.org has its features divided among four action-tabs designed to provide an overview of options of active
engagement with the content.

Connect

Discover
The Publication Search directs access to
documents of partner
sites
and
other
contributors. The
Programme
independent
Search provides insight into individual social
protection programmes. The Member Search
allows
one
to
search
among registered
users.
The updated Stakeholder Search allows
one to view the institutions affiliated with the
platform, and their uploaded content.

Join
Online
Communities
for
private virtual engagement dedicated to a
particular interest area. Network
via
the
Discussion Forum. Stay
up to date on
upcoming social protection events
with the
Events calendar. Answer a Survey designed by
socialprotection.org members, and gave feedback
on your experiences.

Learn
The Virtual Campus and Learning Tools
facilitate access to webinars, self-paced and
instructor-led e-courses. A Glossary is available on
social protection and related topics. The News
feature provides the latest insights into social
protection. The Blog provides an open platform for
members to share their opinion and insights into
social protection topics around the world.

Learn more about the socialprotection.org platform’s
activities: Annual Report 2017 <http://bit.do/annualrep17>.

contact@socialprotection.org

Share
Share

your

content

Publication, Programme,

by

adding

Stakeholder,

a

Online

Community, Forum topic, Event or Blog Post to
the platform’s interactive database. Create a
survey for the social protection community
propose a Webinar or an Online Course.

or

